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taken 10 ch~c~ r-ut this program thoroughly, no responsibility 
is taken by the or:qinil:cr of this program for any erroneous 
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this progr,'lm. N.:> warranty, express or implied, Is extended 
by the use 01 application of the program. 
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PROGRAM TITLE: ALPHANUMERIC MEMORY DUMP (RELOOATABLE) 

1. PURPOSE 

To punch on tape ~ preselected portions of memory, to 
provide display, typeout, and tape leader at users option; 
to provide all these features in a relooatable short . 
progr~, so that any unused portions of memory may be 
utilized. 

2. RESTRICTIONS 

Restriotions on AN-004 relooation routine apply. 

3. METHOD 

The PNC instruction is used. In case of punch error, the 
word is repunched. 

4. USEAGE 

4.1 Into word 0000 (relative), put 

+OOLOC .1.0 +00 LOC 2.0 

where Loo 1 and LOO 2 are the first and last words to be 
punohed, respectively. The looation counter will then read. 
0001 (relative). Press start to initiate punchout, after 
setting sense switohes as desired. 

4.2 Sense switch settings: 

B on -- display word being punched (m~ be seleoted at will 
during pun chou t) 

C on -- punch leader before memory dump 

D on -- typeout LOC 1 and LOC 2 

4.3 The program ocoupies 0000-0045 (relocatable) 

4.4 The program uses both L and V loops and does not restore 
them 

4.5 The program tape contains AN-004 and is relocatable 



NOTE: 
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PROGRAM TITLE: ALPHANUMERIC MEMORY DUMP (RELOCATABLE) 

The program is capable of dumping itself 

The tape punched oontains a termination word which 
prevents memory destruction by reading of the end of the 
tape,. without requiring the tape to baIt. 

To cOpY, dump: 

0000-0045 
3777-4045 
7724-7757 

Then put L 77240 (CR) at end of tape 


